(17005936) Suspicious Act  
Reported: 07-17-2017  1301
Police received a report of a suspicious phone call. Employee said she had just received a phone call from an unknown male caller who said his wife was in the store about 45 minutes prior and said that while she was there a male party was in a van in the parking lot and tried to lure his wife into the van. The caller then asked this employee if there was surveillance footage and the employee said she couldn't say what the footage was but he would need to call the police to get any footage. The employee said the caller didn't give any information on the vehicle or the male driver.
Addresses Involved
1300 block Baker Park Road, Medina

(17005951) Suspicious Act  
Reported: 07-17-2017  1958
Police responded to the report of suspicious activity. Resident said he saw two females in his backyard. Both appeared to be late teens or early 20's. Police were unable to locate the females. There was no reported damage or missing property.
Addresses Involved
200 block Mallard Lane, Loretto

(17005956) Suspicious Act  
Reported: 07-18-2017  0134
Reported that a vehicle had been parked in front of a business for at least three house; the business was believed to be closed. Police located the driver/vehicle; he owns the business and was working late.
Addresses Involved
800 block Tower Drive, Medina

(17005971) Suspicious Act  
Reported: 07-18-2017  1929
Report of a suspicious vehicle, occupied by two males; vehicle/males were not located.
Addresses Involved
1500 block Hamel Road, Medina

(17005978) Suspicious Act  
Reported: 07-19-2017  0125
Report of a male partially clothed standing beside a minivan. Upon arrival, police located the vehicle and could see a male sleeping in the back. Police knocked on a window and the male woke up. He said he works construction in the area and just wanted to find a place to sleep for the night. Police asked him why he was walking around outside without his clothes and he said he had his shirt off when he disconnected the car battery; there is an electrical drain that causes the battery to fail and he needs to disconnect it at night. Reporting party was fine with him spending the night in the parking lot.
Addresses Involved
00 block Hamel Road, Medina

(17005990) Suspicious Vehicle  
Reported: 07-19-2017  0955
Report of a suspicious vehicle in the area. Police checked the area; however, the vehicle was gone.
Addresses Involved
Pioneer Trail and Chippewa Road, Medina

(17005988) Theft Reported: 07-19-2017 1000
Theft of a ring. Ortiz was later arrested and transported Hennepin County Jail.

Addresses Involved
1400 block Baker Park Road, Medina

Names Involved
(Arrested) Ortiz, Sofia Jean, from Mound (Age:19)

(17006004) Suspicious Act Reported: 07-19-2017 2135
Resident reported an unusually high volume of cars driving through the intersection and would like an officer to drive through. Police arrived in the area; it appeared there was a gathering and parents were arriving to pick up their children explaining all the traffic.

Addresses Involved
Lakeshore Avenue and Walnut Street, Medina

(17006021) Car/Stalled Reported: 07-20-2017 1324
Vehicle was on the shoulder and was not a hazard. The owner had a tow on the way.

Addresses Involved
3300 block Highway 55, Medina

(17006031) Welfare Check Reported: 07-20-2017 1556
Police were requested to check the welfare of a male who reportedly had passed out. Police located the male walking along Hamel Road. The male said he was doing endurance conditioning because he was training to be a boxer. He said he was fine and did not need any medical assistance

Addresses Involved
200 block Hamel Road, Medina

17006039) Thft Frm Auto Rp Reported: 07-20-2017 1800
Laptop and iPAD taken.

Addresses Involved
400 block Evergreen Road, Medina

(17006043) Car/Stalled Reported: 07-20-2017 2036
While on patrol, police came across a vehicle on the side of the road with its hazard lights on. Police spoke with the driver who stated that he was just waiting to pick up his son who was fishing in the park.

Addresses Involved
County Road 19 and Lakeshore Avenue, Medina

(17006045) Domestic Reported: 07-20-2017 2155
Verbal domestic; parties were separated for the night.
Addresses Involved
2100 block Homestead Trail, Medina

(17006079) Disturbance  Reported: 07-22-2017 0301
Reported that someone was driving an ATV up and down Bobolink Road; individual reported the noise woke him up. Vehicle was gone upon police arrival.

Addresses Involved
2600 block Bobolink Road, Medina

(17006094) Animal Complaint  Reported: 07-22-2017 1822
Individual reported a dog left in a vehicle and was concerned due to the high outside temperature. Police located the vehicle; however, there were no dogs inside.

Addresses Involved
200 block Medina Street N, Loretto

(17006102) Suspicious Act  Reported: 07-22-2017 2149
Police responded to a report of two persons jumping the fence into the community pool. Police located two teenage females in the pool area. One female said she lives in the neighborhood. She said they jumped the fence rather than use the gate because she did not want to wake her family. They were advised to use the gate next time and also that the pool area closes at 10 pm.

Addresses Involved
3100 block Wild Flower Trail, Medina

(17006107) Prowler  Reported: 07-23-2017 0407
Report of car prowlers. Prowlers were gone upon police arrival.

Addresses Involved
300 block Cherry Hill Court, Medina

(17006108) Locked Out/In  Reported: 07-23-2017 0548
Vehicle was unlocked without incident.

Addresses Involved
500 Hwy 55 1X, Medina

(17006110) Damage Prop/Rpt - Trespassing  Reported: 07-23-2017 1221
Follow up to be completed by the investigator and review for possible criminal charges.

Addresses Involved
1500 block Tamarack Drive, Medina

(17006119) Thft Frm Auto Rp  Reported: 07-23-2017 1937
Personal belongings taken from a vehicle.

Addresses Involved
3900 block Wild Meadows Drive, Medina